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Abstract— In the context of networks providing QoS guaran-
tees, the end-to-end delay experienced by a packet is an important
parameter. In this paper, we show that network coding can be
used to decrease worst case end-to-end bounds when compared to
a classical routing strategy. This result can be explained by the
fact that network coding can cope with congestion better that
classical routing due to its property to process simultaneously
packets from different flows. In this paper, two network coding
strategies, applied to networks providing QoS guarantees, are
presented. We present an evaluation of worst case delays both
in routing and coding approaches with network calculus tools.
An interesting result is that network coding can improve these
guaranteed end-to-end bounds even in network topologies where
the throughput is not improved.

I. INTRODUCTION

In networks providing quality of service (QoS) guarantees,
input data flows verify constraints of burstiness and maximal
throughput. On the other hand, the network ensures a level
of quality of service guarantee in terms of end-to-end delays
or throughput. The different guarantees and constraints char-
acterizing the network and the flows can be represented by
using the network calculus framework [1] which allows the
computation of upper bounds in terms of delays, throughput
or buffer sizing.

In this paper, we focus on decreasing worst case end-to-end
delays by using network coding techniques. Network coding
is a concept introduced in [2], which allows routing nodes to
perform linear combinations of input packets instead of simply
forwarding them. As opposed to random or opportunistic
network coding approaches (see respectively [3] and [4]), we
consider in this work a classical approach (see e.g [5] or
[6]) where the nodes combine the packets following a fixed
network code determined a priori. This approach, which is
theoretically the most efficient, could lead to buffering in
coding nodes and then, to an end-to-end delays increase.
For independent Poisson flows, the average queue sizes and
the delays were studied in [7]. Another analysis of the gain
in delay performance resulting from network coding was
proposed in [8] for the download of whole files.

In our context, the guarantees on end-to-end delays must
be ensured for each packet. For this problem, the main
interest of network coding is that a coding node processes
several input packets simultaneously and thus, it allows to
reduce the maximum time spent by packets in the buffers
when compared to a classical routing approach dealing with

packets in sequence. In counterpart, other delays are added
like those needed to achieve the linear combination or the
delay suffered by a packet to wait the corresponding packets
arriving from other links. The objective of our work is to
integrate these different parameters to establish under which
conditions, network coding can decrease worst case end-to-end
delays compared to a classical routing/multiplexing approach.

Two network coding strategies are described here. They
are based on fixed network code determined a priori. To
ensure that receivers decode all the received packets, the
concept of packet generation introduced in [9] is used. The
first strategy performs a combination of all the packets of the
same generation in each coding node. The second strategy,
called fast forwarding strategy, allows partial combination in
intermediate coding nodes and uses packet checksums at the
receiver to check the recovery of the initial packets.

After a short introduction of the main concepts of network
calculus, the network hypotheses are detailed in Section III.
The two network coding strategies are presented in Section IV
and their QoS guarantees are evaluated. A similar analysis is
provided in Section V for a classical multiplexing approach.
In Section VI, these different approaches are compared in a
study case. Finally, Section VII concludes.

II. NETWORK CALCULUS

Network Calculus is a framework providing deterministic
bounds to end-to-end delays, backlogs and other QoS parame-
ters by using the Min-Plus algebra. This theory was introduced
and developed by Le Boudec and Thiran in [1] by generalizing
previous works such as [10][11]. The following definitions and
results are extracted from [1] where a detailed presentation of
this theory can be found.

1) A data stream F transmitted on a link can be described
by the cumulative function R(t), such that for any y > x,
R(y) − R(x) is the quantity of data transmitted on this
link during the time interval [x, y].

2) Let F be a data stream with cumulative function R(t).
We say that an increasing function α is an arrival curve
of F (or equivalently R) if for any 0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2, R(t2)−
R(t1) ≤ α(t2 − t1). A common class of arrival curves
are the affine functions γr,b(t) = rt + b for t > 0 and 0
otherwise. The curve γr,b(t) represents the arrival curve
of the leaky bucket controller with leak rate r and bucket
size b.
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3) The min-plus convolution of two functions X and Y is
defined as X(t) ⊗ Y (t) = inf0≤s≤t

(X(s) + Y (t − s)).
It can be shown that α is an arrival curve of R if and
only if R ≤ R ⊗ α.

4) Let Rout be the output flow of a node with one input
flow R. We say that the node offers a service curve β(t)
to R if for any t > 0, Rout(t) ≥ R(t) ⊗ β(t).

5) Assume that a flow R(t), constrained by an arrival curve
α(t) traverses a system offering a service curve of β.
The output flow Rout is constrained by the arrival curve
α � β, where (α � β)(t) = sup

v≥0{α(t + v) − β(v)} .
6) The Burst Delay Service curve δT is equal to ∞ if t > T

and 0 else.
7) The rate latency service curve βR,T = R[t − T ]+ is

equal to R(t − T ) if t > T and 0 else.
8) The backlog of a flow R in the node at the time t

is the amount of data ”in transit” in the node. This
backlog, defined as R(t) − Rout(t) for all t, satisfies
R(t) − Rout(t) ≤ sups>0{α(s) − β(s)}.

III. NETWORK HYPOTHESES

Consider a communication network represented by an
acyclic directed graph G = (V,E) with a vertex set V =
{v1, . . . , vm} and an edge set E. The directed edge connecting
the node vi to the node vj is denoted by ei,j .

We assume that all the nodes are synchronized. Each edge
ei,j has a capacity Ci,j (bits/sec), meaning that a packet of L
bits is transmitted in at least L/Ci,j seconds. Since the system
is assumed to provide QoS guarantees, we consider that, for
each edge ei,j , the maximum transmission delay of a packet
of L bits is known and equal to L/Ci,j +Ti,j = ωi,j +Ti,j . In
other words, the edge ei,j has the rate latency service curve
βCi,j ,Ti,j

(t). We suppose that the capacity of every output edge
of a node is greater or equal than the sum of capacities of
all input edges. This hypothesis is used to be fair with the
routing approach, but for network coding, it is sufficient to
have the output capacity greater than the maximum of the
input capacities.

Nodes are divided into three categories. Source nodes gener-
ate independent unicast or multicast input flows. Intermediate
nodes are the nodes situated between the sources and the re-
ceiver nodes. They able to perform network coding operations
following a given strategy. We assume that the time necessary
to perform a linear combination of several packets does not
depend on the number of packets and is upper-bounded by
Tlc. We assume that a linear network code was determined
a priori for the considered network. Consequently, each node
knows how to combine the input flows to produce output flows.
The other nodes are the receiver nodes which receive and
decode the combined flows. They have the same properties
than intermediate nodes.

The flows generated by the source are composed of packets
of fixed length L. They verify two constraints. First, we
assume that at most one packet is generated in each time
interval [ti, ti +∆[. Each time interval is labeled with a gener-
ation number carried in the packet header. Following [9], the

linear network code only combines packets belonging to the
same generation, even if packets from different generations are
simultaneously present in a node. This constraint implies that
the maximum rate of the flow is L/∆. The second constraint
imposed to the flows is to verify bounds on burstiness and
throughput. This constraint is represented by an affine arrival
curves (see point 2- in Section II).

IV. NETWORK CODING STRATEGIES FOR NETWORKS

PROVIDING QOS GUARANTEES

A. General Strategy

This strategy is based on the classical definition of the
network coding. Let us consider an intermediate node with
n input flows and one output flow (see Figure 1). We consider
that for each generation i, a deadline of the arrival time of Pi

is known. With the network hypotheses presented in Section
III, the linear combination corresponding to a generation i is
done as soon as, for all the input flows, at least one of the
following points is verified :

• all the packets of the generation i is in the buffers.
• some packets of the generation i are not in the buffers

and the deadline of the arrival time of the generation i is
exceeded or their corresponding packet of the generation
i + 1 is in the buffer.

The last point indicates that the corresponding flow does not
contain a packet of the generation i. In this case, the linear
combination is only done with the packets of the generation
i present in the node. Algebraically, this is equivalent to
replacing the missing packets by packets full of zeros.

Fig. 1. Node with n input flows

1) Delay analysis: The delays suffered by the packets
in a node have several reasons. First, to perform a linear
combination of several packets, the node must wait all the
packets. Since the network provides delays guarantees, a node
is able to compute a time limit for reception of a given
generation. The maximum time spent by a packet of the flow
i in the node n+1 to wait the packets of the same generation
arriving from other links is denoted by Tn+1

Bi
. We represent this

delay with the service curve βn+1
Bi

(t) = δT n+1
Bi

(t). If a packet
of a given generation is not received before the time limit,
the node assumes that the source did not generate a packet
in this time interval, and it performs combinations with the
available packets. Algebraically, this is equivalent to replacing
the missing packets by packets full of zeros.



Second, linear combination of the packets adds a delay
upperbounded by Tlc. The service curve associated to this
operation is δTlc

. Finally, the processing of an encoded packet
by the intermediate node n + 1 to transmit it is represented by
the rate latency service curve βCn+1,τn+1(t) = Cn+1(t−τn+1)
where Cn+1 is the capacity of the output link. We denote
by βi

n+1(t) the total service curve provided by the node to
combine and transmit the packet belonging to the flow i. Since
the service curve of an intermediate node is the convolution
of the service curves offered by its elements, the service curve
offered by an intermediate node n + 1 to a flow i is therefore:

βi
n+1(t) = βCn+1,τn+1(t) ⊗ δT n+1

Bi

⊗ δTlc
(t)

= βCn+1,τn+1+T n+1
Bi

+Tlc

The service provided by the receiver nodes is equal to
the one provided by the intermediate nodes. Indeed, the
decoding of the network code is also a linear combination
of input packets and thus, the problem is the same that for the
intermediate nodes.

2) Maximum delay at an intermediate node : Let us now
consider the Figure 1. Each flow Fi, i = 1, . . . , n, is con-
strained by γρi,σi

. These flows are transmitted over the edges
{e1,n+1, . . . , en,n+1} to an intermediate node Nn+1 in order
to be combined. The service curve offered by an edge ei,n+1 is
βCi,n+1,Ti,n+1 . Let us consider a packet generated in the time
interval {t, t + ∆}. Let us assume that the transmission delay
on the edge ei,3 is in the range [ωi,n+1, Ti,n+1 + ωi,n+1]. It
follows that the earliest arrival time of this packet in the node is
t+ωi,n+1 and the latest arrival time is t+∆+Ti,n+1+ωi,n+1.
The maximum waiting time of a packet of flow Fi in the
receiving buffer Bi is

Tn+1
Bi

= ∆ + maxj=1...,n
j �=i

{Tj,n+1 + ωj,n+1} − ωi,n+1

The associated service curve is βn+1
Bi

(t) = δn+1
TBi

(t). The
processings of the linear combination and the transmission
offer respectively the service curves βlc(t) = δTlc

(t) and
βCn+1,τn+1(t) = Cn+1(t− τn+1) where Cn+1 is the capacity
of en+1. Suppose that Ci,n+1 ≤ Cn+1 and ρi ≤ Ci,n+1 for
i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

The total service curve offered to the flow Fi by the coding
node n+1 is βi

n+1(t) = βCn+1,T∗
i

, where T ∗
i = Tn+1

Bi
+Tlc +

τn+1. The maximum delay experienced by a packet of Fi in
this node is

T cn
i = Tn+1

Bi
+ Tlc + τn+1 +

σi + ρiTi,n+1

Cn+1
(1)

An arrival curve of a subflow corresponding to Fi at the output
of this intermediate node is γρi,σ∗

i
where σ∗

i = σi+ρiTi,n+1+
ρi(Tn+1

Bi
+ Tlc + τn+1). So the necessary buffer size for the

flow Fi in the coding node n + 1 is greater than or equal to
σ∗

i .

B. Fast forwarding strategy

1) Description of the system and hypotheses: The system
presented in Section IV-A was designed to work with a given

number of flows and is optimal when all the flows are active.
When some of the flows are idle, the others flows wait them
in the coding nodes and consequently, their end-to-end delays
are increased. The improvement we propose allows to avoid
this problem by authorizing the packets to leave the coding
node even if the whole generation is not arrived. This strategy
is called fast forwarding.

The network hypotheses are the same than in Section IV-A.
All the sources are synchronized and in each period of time ∆,
at most one packet is generated by each source. All packets
generated during the same period of time carries the same
generation number. The delay experienced by a packet on a
link and the throughput of a link are variable but we assume
that each link ei,j provides a guaranteed service represented
by the service curve βCi,j ,Ti,j

(t).
In addition to the hypotheses done in the previous system,

we consider that each packet contains a checksum computed
on the whole packet payload. We propose to use a classical
checksum used in higher layers of IP protocols, such as e.
g. the one of UDP [12]. Since it is defined as the ”16-bit
one’s complement of the one’s complement sum of” the data,
it is based on the sums of 16-bit integers (modulo 216), and
thus it is not linear in any subfield of the field used by the
network code (we assume that this field has the form IF2m).
It follows that the linear combination (by the network code)
of the checksums of two packets is not equal to the checksum
of the same linear combination of the two packets (with a
high probability). Note that contrary to the checksum, the
CRC (cyclic redundancy check - see e.g. [13]) are linear
over the field IF2. Therefore, since IF2 ⊂ IF2m , some linear
combinations in IF2m are also linear combinations in IF2. The
non-linear property of the checksum is used by the receiver to
check the validity of a current decoding.

The structure of the intermediate node is also modified. The
main difference is that the nodes contain only one buffer. The
management of this buffer with the new strategy is described
in the next paragraph.

2) Fast forwarding strategy at the intermediate nodes:
Let us consider an intermediate node with n input flows and
one output flow (see Figure 2) with the network hypotheses
presented in Sections III and IV-B.1. Suppose that a packet
of a given generation X arrives at the coding node n + 1 at
time t. The fast forwarding strategy of this coding node is the
following :

• If the buffer is empty, the packet is multiplied by the finite
field coefficient determined by the network code and is
transmitted over the output link (if this link is not used
by another packet transmission started before time t).

• If the buffer is not empty:

– if there is not a packet of the generation X in the
buffer, the packet is multiplied by its corresponding
finite field coefficient and added at the end of the
buffer. For example, on Figure 2, the packet P 1

3

arriving from node N1 is added at the end of the
buffer.



– if there is a packet of the generation X in the buffer,
the arriving packet is multiplied by its corresponding
finite field coefficient and is directly summed to
the packet of the its generation in the buffer. For
example, on Figure 2, the packet P 2

5 arriving from
node N2 is summed to the packet P 1

5 already present
in the buffer.

Fig. 2. Fast forwarding strategy

Note that, this strategy could lead to generation desequenc-
ing (like in the Figure 2).

To estimate the end-to-end delays and the buffer size, we
must determine the maximum delay suffered by a packet in an
intermediate node. From the strategy described previously, it
can be deduced that a packet must wait at most the time needed
to transmit the maximal number of different generations which
can be found simultaneously in the intermediate node (when
the packet arrives at the node). The arrival time at each
intermediate node and the intergeneration times are used to
calculate this number.

a) Arrival time at an intermediate node: Each gener-
ation has a predetermined minimum and maximum arrival
times at each node. Each node can evaluate these arrival
times for a packet of a given generation by asking the father
nodes the minimum and maximum sending times and by
considering the additional transmission delays (given by the
properties and the service curves of the links). Consequently,
it can calculate the minimum and maximum arrival times for a
generation by finding the minimum and the maximum arrival
times between the minimum and maximum arrival times of all
packets belonging to the this generation.

For example, let us consider the node in Figure 2 as first-
order intermediate node (e.g. it gets its input data directly
from sources ). The arrival time of a generation X which
is generated in an interval [t, t + ∆] at the input of this
intermediate node n + 1 will be bounded by:




t + ω1,n+1 , t + ∆ + T1,n+1 + ω1,n+1

t + ω2,n+1 , t + ∆ + T2,n+1 + ω2,n+1

...
...

...
t + ωn,n+1︸ ︷︷ ︸

min

, t + ∆ + Tn,n+1 + ωn,n+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
max




tX = [t + min{ωi,n+1} , t + ∆ + max{Ti,n+1 + ωi,n+1}]

[tX ]min = t + min{ωi,n+1}

[tX ]max = t + ∆ + max{Ti,n+1 + ωi,n+1}
where i = 1, 2, · · · , n.

Now suppose that the node n + 1 is an intermediate node
inside of network. The arrival time of a generation X which
is generated in an interval [t, t + ∆] at the input of this node
will be bounded by:

tX = [[tX ]min, [tX ]max]

where [tX ]min = t + min{ωi,n+1 +
[
AX

i,n+1

]
min

} and
[tX ]max = t + ∆ + max{Ti,n+1 + ωi,n+1 +

[
AX

i,n+1

]
max

}
for i = 1, 2, · · · , n,

[
AX

i,n+1

]
min

is the minimum delay
suffered by a packet of generation X from its source to the
input of edge ei,n+1 and

[
AX

i,n+1

]
max

is the maximum delay
suffered by a packet of generation X from its source to the
input of edge ei,n+1.

b) Time separating generations at an intermediate node:
We can calculate the time separating two consecutive gener-
ations {X − 1, X} by exploiting the previous results. For a
generation X the minimum arrival time at a node n + 1 on a
edge ei,n+1 (see Figure 2) is t+min{ωi,n+1 +

[
AX

i,n+1

]
min

}.
On the same edge, the minimum arrival time of generation
X − 1 will be t − ∆ + min{ωi,n+1 +

[
AX

i,n+1

]
min

}. We
can note that the time which separate the minimum arrival
times of two consecutive generations is equal to ∆. Now the
maximum arrival time of generation X at this node n + 1 is
t + ∆ + max{Ti,n+1 + ωi,n+1 +

[
AX

i,n+1

]
max

} surly on edge
ei,n+1, while for the generation X − 1 is t + max{Ti,n+1 +
ωi,n+1 +

[
AX

i,n+1

]
max

}. We find the same result that the time
separating both maximum arrival time of generations equal to
∆.

c) Buffer size at an intermediate node: The maximum
number of generations present in the buffer when a packet of
the generation X arrives at the node can be deduced from the
maximum arrival time and the time separating generations.
The maximum number of generations will be {[tX ]max −
[tX ]min}/∆. The maximum buffer size of an intermediate
node will be max{[tX ]max− [tX ]min}L/∆ for X = 1, 2, · · · .
Then the maximum delay suffered by a packet of generation
X in the buffer of a node n + 1 is

Tn+1
B =

([tX ]max − [tX ]min)L/∆
Cn+1

d) Maximum delay at an intermediate node: The max-
imum delay of a packet X of a flow Fi, constrained by
γρi,σi

(t), at an intermediate node n + 1 is equal to

T cn
i = Tn+1

Bi
+ Tlc + τn+1 +

σi + ρiTi,n+1

Cn+1

3) Fast forwarding strategy at the receiver nodes: These
modifications of the coding node strategy does not affect the
decoding process. Let us illustrate it on a simple example.

Let us consider the case where three flows are combined
in a node to produce an output flow. For a given generation
X , the packets p1

X , p2
X and p3

X (respectively from the first,
second and third flows) have to be combined to produce the



packet pout
X = α1p

1
X +α2p

2
X +α3p

3
X where αi are finite field

coefficients. Assume that p1
X and p2

X simultaneously arrive in
the node. Since the third flow can be idle, they are authorized
to leave the node under the form pout,1

X = α1p
1
X + α2p

2
X . If

the packet p3
X arrives at the node after pout,1

X was transmitted,
it is ”encoded” and leaves the node under the form pout,2

X =
α3p

3
X . In a following node in the path(s) toward the receiver,

pout,2
X can catch up with pout,1

X and then, pout,1
X and pout,2

X are
summed in this node.

If this is not the case, i. e. pout,1
X and pout,2

X arrive separately
at the receiver node, the receiver must be able to check if pout,1

X

is the only packet arriving from this path (i. e. the source
generating p3 did not produce a packet in the generation X)
or if pout,2

X will arrive.

The decoding of a generation begins as soon as the first
packet of this generation arrives and it is not necessary to
wait the arrival of all packets of this generation. For that, it
begins the decoding of the generation X with the present
packets. Note that this decoding is simply a matrix-vector
multiplication, where the matrix corresponds to the inverse
matrix of the network code and the vector is the set of
received packets (see e. g. [14]). The receiver verifies then
the checksum of the obtained packets. Since the checksums
are not linear (in the finite field of the network code), a
packet with a correct checksum is necessarily (or with a high
probability) a packet generated by a source (see Section ). If
the checksum is not correct, this means that at least one of the
input packets is not correct and then, the receiver has to wait
additional packets of the generation X . When a new packet
arrives, it updates the obtained packets and verifies again the
checksums. Note that this update does not need a complete
matrix vector multiplication, but simply a scalar multiplication
of the corresponding row of the matrix and an addition of two
vectors.

Since we assume that no packet is lost nor erroneous, then,
when the last packet arrives, the initial packets are recovered.

V. CLASSICAL ROUTING/MULTIPLEXING STRATEGY

Let us consider the example represented on Figure 1. We
suppose that n source nodes N1, . . . , Nn generate n flows
F1, . . . , Fn. These flows are respectively constrained by the
affine arrival curves γρ1,σ1 , . . . , γρn,σn

. These flows are multi-
plexed by the node Nn+1 and transmitted over the edge en+1.
The service curves offered by the edges e1,n+1, . . . , en,n+1

are respectively βC1,n+1,T1,n+1 , . . . , βCn,n+1,Tn,n+1 . We as-
sume that ρi < Ci,n+1. Following II-5 and for i = 1, . . . , n,
at the output of edge ei,n+1, flow Fi has the arrival curve
γρi,σi

� βCi,n+1,Ti,n+1 = γρi,σi+ρiTi,n+1 . We suppose that the
FIFO multiplexer node Nn+1 offers a service curve βCn+1,τn+1

to the aggregated flow and that
n∑

i=1

ρi < Cn+1.

By generalizing [1, Theorem 6.2.3], it can be shown that
the FIFO multiplexer node Nn+1 offers to the kth flow the

service curve

βk(t) = βCn+1,τn+1(t) −
n∑

i=1,i�=k

γρi,σi+ρiTi,n+1(t)

= β
(Cn+1−

n∑
i=1,i�=k

ρi),T∗
k

(2)

where T ∗
k = τn+1 +

n∑
i=1,i�=k

(σi+ρiTi,n+1)

Cn+1
.

The maximum delay of a flow Fk at a multiplexing node is

Tmn
k = τn+1 +

n∑
i=1,i�=k

(σi + ρiTi,n+1)

Cn+1
+

(σk + ρkTk,n+1)

Cn+1 −
n∑

i=1,i�=k

ρi

Then the arrival curve of the kth flow at the output of the
multiplexer is equal to γρk,σ∗

k
where

σ∗
k = σk + ρk(Tk,n+1 + τn+1 +

n∑
i=1,i�=k

(σi + ρiTi,n+1)

Cn+1
)

VI. CASE STUDY

Let us consider the network presented in Figure 3. In this

Fig. 3. Interest of Network Coding for QoS parameters

case, sources S1, S2 and S3 multicast the flows F1, F2 and
F3 towards three receivers R1,R2 and R3. F1, F2 and F3

are constrained by the same affine arrival curve γC,σ(t). All
links have capacity 2C except the input links of the receivers
which have capacity 3C. It must be noted that under these
hypotheses, network coding does not improve the throughput
compared to the multiplexing approach.

The service delay over the links ei,j is Ti,j = T . Then each
link ei,j provides a service curve β2C,T (t) or β3C,T (t). Each
multiplexer node Nk offers a service curve β2C,τk

(t) where τk

is the service delay to aggregate flow. Each intermediate node
Nk offers a service curve β2C,T k

B+Tlc+τk
(t) = 2C(t − T k

B −



Tlc−τk) where T k
B is the maximum time spent by a packet in

the buffers while waiting for corresponding packets of others
flows. Tlc denotes the maximum time needed to achieve a
linear combination of packets and τk is the service delay to
transmit a packet.

With the conditions described previously, the worst case
delay for multiplexing and coding cases is obtained on the
paths crossing the maximum of nodes, i.e. for paths crossing
3 nodes. Since all paths, with 3 nodes, have the same property,
we can choose one of them and study its worst case delay. We
choose the path from S1 to R3 which cross nodes 4, 6 and
10.

In the multiplexing strategy, the maximum delay of flow
F1 at the output of multiplexer 10 can be obtained by simply
applying the formula given in previous sections. The maximum
delay is:

Tmn
S1,R3

= 5T +
11
3

τ +
7σ

3C
(3)

In the general coding strategy, with the results presented in
the previous sections, the worst case delay is equal to:

Tnc
S1,R3

= 3T + 3τ + 2Tlc + ∆{2 + 4
T

∆
} +

σ

2C
(4)

The maximum backlog of flow F1 at the output of interme-
diate node 10 is:

σnc
S1,R3

= σ1 + ρ1Ttot

= σ + C(3T + 3τ + 2Tlc + ∆{2 + 4 T
∆})

with the fast forwarding strategy, the worst case delay is equal
to:

Tnc
S1,R3

= 3T + 3τ + 2Tlc +
L

C
{5
6

+
3
2

T

∆
} +

σ

2C
(5)

while the maximum backlog at the output of intermediate node
10 is:

σnc
S1,R3

= σ1 + ρ1Ttot

= σ + C(3T + 3τ + 2Tlc + L
C { 5

6 + 3
2

T
∆})

The comparison of the worst case delays of the two coding
strategies (i.e. Equations 4 and 5) directly shows that fast
forwarding strategy obtains better end-to-end delay bounds
than general coding strategy.

The comparison between multiplexing strategy and fast
forwarding strategy can be done from Equations 3 and 5. The
end-to-end delay bound obtained with fast forwarding strategy
is better than with multiplexing strategy if and only if:

Tlc ≤ τ

3
+ T (1 − 3.L

4.C.∆
) +

11.σ

12.C
− 5.L

12.C
(6)

The conclusion of this comparison depends on the relation-
ships between the different parameters. Unsurprisingly, the
performance of network coding strongly depends on the value
of Tlc, which is the delay due to a combination of two packets.

For a fixed Tlc, the interest of network coding grows when
the parameters τ and T are increased. These parameters are
respectively the service delay of a node and the transmission
delay on a link. Note the coefficient of T is strictly greater
than 0 because the time needed to send a packet (L/C) is
necessarily lower than ∆ which is the duration of a generation
range. It can also be observed (with the parameter σ) that the
more the traffic is bursty, the more network coding is better.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented two network coding strategies for
networks providing QoS guarantees. These two strategies are
evaluated in terms of maximum delays for a packet to be
treated by a node. In a study case, where the network coding
strategy didn’t improve the throughput performance, this delay
analysis was generalized at the network level and compared
to a classical multiplexing strategy. We have presented the
relationship between different parameters (such as coding
delay, transmission delay, throughput, burstiness, generation
duration, . . . ) in order to determine in which conditions the
network coding allows to decrease end-to-end delays guaran-
tees.
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